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Abstract

Some of the current ideas of applying accelerators in the nuclear fuel

cycle for fuel breeding and waste management are reviewed with respect

to physics feasibility and energy efficiency. While fertile-to-fissile

conversion and actinide burning seem possible from a physics and energ>

economy point of view, fission prcduct transmutation is more difficult

to assess. R+D-work required for a mere detailed assessment and a design

study that could be used in an overall systems analysis is briefly

summarized.

A short description of the German project for a high power spallation

neutron source is given with reference to the above questions and is

used to illustrate research options. Further possible fields of re-

search, both technical and fundamental, at the facility are outlined

with empha2is on the unique versatility of this new.- research tool.
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1. Introduction

A spallation facility (SNQ) has been under study in the Federal Republic

.of Germany for several years now. Although mainly conceived as a central

facility for fundamental research in various fields, its parameters

(linear accelerator with b mA time average proton current at 200 mA

pulse current, 100 Hz repetition rate and 1.1 GeV final energy, target

of depleted uranium) are sufficiently advanced that this device may be

of considerable interest also to the question, how nuclear technologies

might develop in the future, in particular to the role, accelerators

might play in this development.

Disregarding for the moment their potential use in the various inertial

confinement schemes for fusion, there are mainly two fields, in which

accelerators are considered for application in nuclear technology: long

term fuel supplies and radioactive waste management. Breeder reactors

and underground waste storage in stable geological formations are techni-

cally feasible and safe solution to these problems, but nevertheless

they are subject to violent and controversial discussions. In this situa-

tion and in view of the fact that it is now generally recognized that

the breeding ratios of LMFBR's fall considerably behind the original

expectations, possible alternative solutions are worth considering.

Since the neutron plays an essential role in both, fertile-to-fissile '

conversion (fuel breeding) and transmutation of radioactive waste - as

an alternative to underground disposal -, such schemes depend essentially

on the availability of strong neutron sources.

Spallation, as induced by energetic particles striking a nucleus, has

been recognized as a possible solution since the early days of the nuclear

age. One important restriction has been the state of accelerator technology.

It is in this field that the past decade has seen considerable progress

and it seems natural that interest in technical exploitation of the spalla-

tion process is now rising again. In recent years a variety of proposals

have been published to use spallation neutrons for fuel breeding, fuel

element rejuvenation, actinide burning and fission product transmutation.

All of these concepts assume proton or deuteron accelerators of 1-2 GeV

energy and about 300 mA beam current. Although not obviously unrealistic,
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these numbers are very demanding in view of what is presently available.

(The most powerful proton accelerator LAMPF at Los Alamos yields ~ 1 mA

of 800 MeV protons.) In this situation it is not surprising that the

SNQ-project has attracted considerable interest. 5uch a device would

quite obviously be extremely valuable for both, gaining technological

experience and obtaining basic data for the design of more powerful faci-

lities.

This paper will give a brief outline of the topics in question and the

research options the SNQ-project would offer in this context.

2. A scenario for an accelerator supported nuclear fuel cycle

2.1. General considerations

Host applications proposed for accelerators in the nuclear fuel cycle

include one or more of the following goals:

a. fuel breeding or fuel element rejuvenation for efficient use of resources

b. actinide burning to relax long term waste problems

c. transmutation of slowly decaying fission products

In trying to design a fuel cycle which can achieve this goal, several

aspects have to be considered:

(1) Physics feasibility

(2) Energy efficiency

(3) Materials sustainability

Waste output

Technical feasibility

(6) Economical and societal aspects

While a substantial amount of R+D work is still required before a qualified

statement regarding point (5) can be made, points (1) through (4) can

be discussed at least in a semi quantitative manner. In touching upon

these points we use an idealized scheme as shown in Fig. _̂ , which depicts

possible interconnections between the various system components without

making any claims for the aparent simplicity of this diagram to reflect
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the actual situation:

In a first pass through an enrichment plant (which could even be by-passed

under certain conditions) fissile fuel is enriched to a degree sufficient

for use in burner reactors (which are preferentially of a high convertor

type). Fertile material is supplied to the blanket of an accelerator

target for fuel breeding by neutron capture. Exhausted fuel elements

whose cladding is still intact can also be rejuvenated one or more times

in the breeder blanket. If spent, i.e. unfit for further rejuvenation

due to cladding problems or fission product accumulation, reprocessing

of the fuel element becomes necessary which results in the separation of

fissile material, fertile material, actinides, hazardous fission products

and short lived radioactive waste. The latter can be disposed in suitable

storage facilities. While the fissile material goes to the fuel fabrication

plant, fertile material can again be treated in the blanket of the accelera-

tor target. Bred fuel then goes back to the reprocessing plant.

2.2. fissile fuel production

Fertile-to-fissile conversion will be most efficient, if a maximum

number of neutrons is captured in the fertile material. Although simul-

taneous fast fission in the blanket would not affect the neutron balance

negatively, it may be undesirable for reasons of heat load, radiation

damage and fission product creation especially in fuel element rejuvena-

tion. It is therefore an essential feature that spectral tailoring is

possible in an accelerator neutron source because there is no concern

of loss of criticality. As shown in Fig. 2 a the fission cross section

of 23B-U is viatually zero below 1 MeV of neutron energy, whereas the

capture cross section increases with decreasing neutron energy. The ori-

ginally quite energetic neutron spectrum from the accelerator target,

shown in Fig. _3 f°r the cases of lead and depleted U as target material,

should therefore be transported to a mean energy of less than 1 MeV

("fission suppressed blanket"). On the other hand, since the fission

cross section of 239-Pu increases much more rapidly towards low neutron

energies than the capture cross section of 238-U, complete thermalization

of the spectrum has to be avoided, as is well known. Therefore a "modera-

tor" of low absorption cross section and with modest energy loss per



collision of the neutrons is desirable. Similar considerations a/.so hold

for the Th-U-cycle, as can be seen from Fig. 2 b. from a physics point

of view, this cycle is definitely to be preferred because of the lower

fast fission cross section of 232-Th relative to 238-U and because 233-U

is a much more efficient fuel for thermal fission reactors.

Attempts to analyse breeding efficiency and cost have .been reported in

many publications and will not be considered here. Although the need

for more precise input data is obvious, there is a general conclusion

that with advanced high conversion reactor designs one 1 GeV, 300 tnA

spallation breeder could support about 6-10 GW of nuclear power plants

with only a moderate effect on overall cost of electricity.

2.3. Accelerator target

Disregarding for the moment technical problems of target design and

fabrication, it seems that the higher actinides with small thermal fission

cross section (which are generally considered as the most troublesome

by-product of nuclear energy on a long term, i.e. more than 1000 ye3rs,

scale) would make an almost ideal target material. Similarly to the situa-

tion in 238-U one expects high energy fission to occur after a nucleus

has been excited by a collision with an energetic beam particle (see

Tig. *t). It is known that neutrons evaporated from the lighter fission

products will have a higher kinetic energy than those evaporated from

the heavy target nucleus (Fig. ^ ) * . As a consequence, fast fission, which

is of a threshold type in the actinides in question (Fig. 6) will be

more likely. The number of actinide nuclei actually destroyed per 1 GeV

proton in the beam depends on the geometry of the target and its high

energy particle leakage. It is important however, to retain a hard spectrum

in the target, in contrast to what was said about the blanket. Thus,

with an arrangement according to Fig. 7. it seems possible to have an

efficient actinide incinerator which at the same time can be used for

nuclear fuel makeup in its blanket.

It should be noted that it is possible to produce a critical assembly

* In this sense, a mix of actinides and long lived fission products as

target material may not be a bad choice (see chapter 2.4,).
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with actinides if a sufficiently hard spectrum is maintained. This should

of course be avoided in the accelerator target, although some "boosting"

by a k ff-value close to but below one may be desirable for better neutron

yields and efficient actinide destruction and to make the facility energy

self-sufficient. It is estimated that in this way about 50-100 actinide

nuclei could easily bé destroyed per 1 GeV-proton"in the beam. Note,

that this method for actinide incineration will produce copious numbers

of neutrons, which can be used for fuel generation!

Based on the data on long lived waste production in LWRs given in Table }_,

the beam requirements for such an actinide burning electronuclear breeder

can be estimated:

Moles of actinides to be destroyed per 3000 MWy.. : » 100

Number of actinide nuclei destroyed per 1 GeV p+: = 50 (low estimate)

Moles of p+ needed at 1 GeV: 2/year « 1.2 • 102* P+/y

Amperehours required: 1.2 • 102V(0,625 • ID19 • 3600) = 53.3 Amph

Consequently, one 1 GeV-accelerator delivering a 300 mA proton beam and

working 7000 hours per year would be able to burn the actinides produced

by 40 GW of LWR, (1/3 thermal-to-electrical efficiency). Heat dissipation

in the target and blanket would probably be sufficiently high and of

sufficient quality to account for the 600 HW of power consumption of

the accelerator (50 % efficiency assumed).

Since the breeding facility would produce of the order of 5 kg fuel per

day it could support of the order of six 3000 MW., LWRs (see e.g. Steinberg,

1983).

Although the composition of the actinide waste from Pu-burning reactors

will be different (see values for LMrBR's in Table 1), the above order

of magnitude estimate still holds true in this case.

From this brief discussion, it is clear that physics feasibility and

energy efficiency are not a problem in this concept. Also materials

sustainability is fulfilled, since the only input to the system is natural
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uranium or thorium and no exotic or difficult to deploy materials are

used. Also with regard to overall waste output a significant improvement

would be achieved by reducing the long lived actinide inventory by several

orders of magnitude. A necessary condition for this to be successful

is, of course, that a very high recovery rate (99,5 % or better) is achieved

in the reprocessing. The situation is less obvious as far as fission

products are concerned, as will be discussed in the following chapter.

2.4. fission product management

There are basically four mechanisms through which an accelerator can

transmute long lived fission products, as indicated in Fig. j} for the

case of 137-Cs:

a. neutron capture with subsequent G-decay

b. (n, 2n)-processes

c. proton capture

d. neutron (and/or proton) evaporation in a spallation reaction

With regard to the first possibility, the thermal neutron capture cross

section is extremely small for 90-Sr and 137-Cs which, due to this fact,

are produced relatively abundantly in LWRs (see Table 1). Estimates re-

ported in literature (e.g. Claiborne, 1972) have shown that, in order

to achieve significant enhancement in the effective half-lives of these
17 2

isotopes, thermal neutron fluxes of the order of 10 n/cm s would be

needed, which is difficult to achieve even in spallation neutron sources.

Exploiting the relatively large (n, 2n)-cross section around and above

15 MeV neutron energy requires a hard spectrum. At these energies, even

in an accelerator target, the flux per unit energy interval is down by

almost two orders of magnitude relative to its peak value around 1 MeV

(see Fig, ^5). On the other hand, the energy interval where the (n, 2n)-

cross section is high is generally at least 10 MeV wide, as compared

to less than 1 keV where the thermal absorption cross section is high.

Thus it appears that, at least in the case of 137-Cs, high energy trans-

mutation in a spallation target is much more promising than thermal

neutron capture.
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Proton capture would directly lead to the stable isotope 138-Ba in the

case of 137-Cs and to the relatively short lived nucleus 91-Y for 9D-Sr

which decays into the stable isotope 91-Zr. Proton energies around ten

MeV or higher would be required for this process. Such protons are avai-

lable in relatively large numbers in a spallation target from the nuclear

cascade-evaporation process and from slowing-down of the primary beam.

Cross sections for this process, however, may be a few hundred milli-

barns only.

In the spallation process nucleous, mainly neutrons but also protons,

are ejected from the target nucleus. This leads to spallation products

which are several mass units lighter and up to a few atomic numbers lower

than the parent nucleus. For both, 90-Sr and 137-Cs this means that the

likelihood for transmutation into a stable or rapidly decaying isctope

is fairly large. The cross section for spallation reactions is about

1 barn for both isotopes, i.e. 10 times higher than that for thermal

neutron capture for 137-Cs.

The relatively low efficiency of each of the four processes might make

it necessary to combine them to achieve significant transmutation rates.

Since thermal neutron capture seems difficult, it is likely that a spallation

target made up primarily from the fission products and with a non-moderating

coolant would have to be used, in order to allow (n, 2n), proton capture

and spallation processes to take place simultaneously and with a suffi-

ciently high probability.

Under not too optimistic assumptions, it might be possible to destroy

about 20 fission product nuclei per 1 GeV proton in such a facility.

Applying a similar consideration as for the actinides to 90-Sr and

137-Cs (Table 1_) leads to the following balance for a 3 GeWth (1 GWe)

LWR:

Moles of fission products to be destroyed: 5DD/y

Moles of p+ needed at 1 GeV: 25/y = 15,6 • 102*p/y

Amperehours of beam required: 15.6 • 102V(0.625 * 10 • 3600) a 700 Amph

This means that, at 50 % electrical power-to-beam efficiency and 7000
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operating hours per year, one 1 GeV - 300 mA accelerator could support

about 3 GW of LWR power using 20 % of this electrical output..

While perhaps still tolerable from an energy balance point of view, the

fission'product transmutation concept is physically still a lot more un-

certain than the actinide burning and fuel breeding, and more detailed data

are obviously needed. Also, in view of the fact that artificial barriers

can be considered safe enough for fission product confinement, it is

more a question of public acceptance than anything else whether or not

such a branch would be considered seriously for inclusion in the over

all scheme (dashed line in Fig. 1_).

It should be noted that the scheme of Fig. 1^ is merely a conceptual

one in which a number of details have been omitted and which serves to

illustrate the general ideas. It is beyond the scope of this paper to

discuss ways of practical realisation and problems of safeguarding, trans-

portation etc. associated with such a scheme.

3. R+D-needs for a technical spallation facility

Although physics feasibility and energy balance considerations come out

promising for a concept which incorporates accelerators into the nuclear

fuel cycle, technical feasibility and operating reliability as well as

practical performance expectations are difficult to assess, mainly for

lack of sufficiently detailed information and practical experience. Data

needed for a technical layout fall roughly into three classes, which

can only be surveyed ver> briefly here:

a. nuclear data and cross sections

b. materials data

c. accelerator performance data

Traditionally nuclear data have been evaluated in conjunction with reactor

physics or, at best, fusion devices and therefore are mostly available

only for energies up to around 15 HeV. Although computer code systems

have been developped which treat processes up to much higher energies

(an up-to-date version has recently been implemented for the SNQ-project
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by Cloth et al, 1983), there seem to exist significant differences

between calculated differential data and measured ones where they exist

(see e.g. Armstrong et al, 1982). As an example, Fig. 9. shows calculated

and measured cross sections for He-production by 600 HeV protons for

different mass target nuclei. Differences up to a factor of four can

be observed. This may be of crucial importance in estimating effects

of He-embrittlement in certain materials. In order to lay nut in detail

an optimized spallation facility, energy and angular dependent cross

sections for neutron and charged particle reactions for a large variety

of materials should be known. This includes of course actinides and fission

products as well as more conventional target materials such as depleted

uranium and lead, coolants and materials through which neutrons would

be transported for spectral shaping.

In the field of materials data it is necessary to explore possible

structural materials with respect to the effect of light spallation pro-

ducts and hydrogen produced simultaneously with considerable radiation

damage by energetic protons and neutrons at the anticipated operating

temperatures. Corrosion effects by coolants (gas, liquid metal, water)

and impurities contained in them are still largely unknown under the

working conditions expected for a spallation facility.

In the field of accelerator technology there remain a number of problems

to be solved before a sufficiently reliable and economic machine can

be build. Although there is little doubt that beam currents of 300 mA

can be accelerated, space charge problems especially at low energies

may cause beam losses which cannot be predicted reliably with present

day computing codes and which might lead to serious activation problems.

Another question of major concern in this context is heat dissipation

in the accelerating structures and accelerating efficiency. Out of all

possible candidate schemes to build high power proton accelerators, the

established technology of rf-accelerators seems to be the only one with

reasonable prospects for near term success. However, important questions

such as reliable and economic rf-supplies at high power level and the

effect of transients occuring e.g. during sudden rf-power loss in parts

of the accelerator need to be studied. Concepts for efficient remote

handling of components and routine exchange of wear parts such as
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rf-amplifiers have to be developped to ensure a high plant factor. Con-

trol systems need to be worked out which react fast enough to adjust

the operating parameters to any perturbations such as fluctuations in

the ion source current. This in turn requires precise diagnostics devices

which operate without perturbing the beam and with high absolute

accuracy.

All of the problems mentioned are of a more technical than fundamental

nature but some of them may require extensive R+D-work before they can

be solved. To gain the necessary experience and to be able to carry

out systematic research work, a facility like the SNQ machine proposed

in the Federal Republic of Germany seems to be a necessary and ideal

intermediate step between present day state of the art and what is re-

quired for the technical spallation facilities in the nuclear fuel cycle.

An outline of the technical concept of the SNQ-facility is given in the

following chapter. From this description it should become clear that

a large number of the problems mentioned above will or can be studied

or will have to be solved in building and operating this facility.

ft. The concept of the SNQ-facility

4.1. General

The idea of the SNQ (from German: Sipallations-Neutronenguelle) has been

triggered by the desire to provide the German and international neutron

scattering community with a new high performance neutron source for

fundamental and applied research. The choice of operating parameters

has been largely determined by this goal and by practical arguments such

as technical risk and operating costs. It is clear, however, that a power-

ful beam facility able to produce copious numbers of particles of different

types will have a large number of different research applications, some

of which will be discussed in the following chapter.

Many of the experiments projected for this facility can benefit con-

siderably from a pronounced time structure superimposed on a high time

average particle flux. In the original planning for the accelerator a

dc-preacceleration system with direct injection into a 108 MHz Alvarez
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accelerator had been considered, which made it necessary to limit the

pulse current to 100 mA (see e.g. Vetter 1981 and Bauer and l/etter, 1983).

Recently the concept for the low-energy end of the accelerator has been

changed to incorporate the new RFQ-structure (RFQ: radiofrequency quadru-

pole) which, in the mean time, has been under development at various

laboratories. This and the use of the funneling principle (see below)

made it possible to raise the design pulse current to 200 mA, which is

considered as a substantial improvement in the whole concept.

The main design goals now are as follows:

Time average proton current

Pulse current

Pulse repetition rate

(Pulse duration

Final proton energy

Target material

Target coolant

Power dissipation in target

Moderators

Time average thermal neutron flux in moderators

Peak thermal neutron flux (H_0 moderator)

it.2. The SNQ accelerator

The concept of the SNQ accelerator is shown schematically in Fig. 10.

Two ion sources operating in parallel with an extraction voltage of

50 keV inject into two RFQ-structures which run on 100 Hz rf-frequency

with a relative phase shift of 180 degrees and accelerate the beams to

an energy of 2 MeV. In a funneling section which includes devices for

bunching and pulse shaping, the two beams are merged together according

to the "zipper principle" which results in a pulse sequence of 200 MH.Z.

This is exactly the frequency on which the subsequent Alvarez structure

operates, which means that each of its rf-buckets is filled for optimal

accelerating efficiency. At an energy around 100 MeV the Alvarez-structure

becomes rather inefficient and a different accelerating structure is
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used. While this is a coupled cavity structure in many concepts proposed

for breeding applications (e.g. fraser, 1983), a single cavity structure

with a separate rf-amplifier for each cell (Fig. H.) is under study for

the 5NQ linac. Some reasons for this choice will be given below. It is

intended to install only part of the accelerating structure initially

to limit the overall cost until the first neutron producing stage can

be reached and to gain experience in operating the facility at reduced

power and beam energy. While incorporating essential new parts such as

the low energy end and the funneling section, this allows further studies

concerning the optimisation of the high energy structure (e.g. supercon-

ducting cavities).

The RFQ, which has been selected for the low energy end is generally

considered a major improvement in accelerator technology. Since it uses

electrostatic rather than magnetic focusing, it can handle beams of very

low velocity. Pue to a peculiar shaping of the edges of the four vanes

which constitute the electric quadrupole, the structure is able to trap

slow protons at low velocities with high efficiency, focus the beam,

bunch it, and accelerate it to energies much higher than what can be

achieved with dc-preacceleration at high currents. Although under develop-

ment at various laboratories, this structure is still very new and no ex-

perience on its reliability and operating performance is yet available.

The funneling section, whose overall length will be about 11 m will con-

tain beam chopping devices and several bunchers and rebunchers to main-

tain the micropulse structure of the beam over the whole distance. Merging

of the two beams is achieved by a series of bending and septum magnets

and an rf-deflector. The latter operates at 100 MHz and will give a kick

ir opposite directions to the microbunches arriving at 180 degrees phase

intervals. So far, funneling has not been used on existing accelerators.

Alvarez accelerators of 200 MHz have been operating successfully and

reliably at various laboratories over many years now and even pulse

currents of 300 mA have been achieved, although for a pulse duration

short enough to allow running off the stored energy in the cavities.

This will not be possible in the SNQ-Alvarez. This is why well controlled

distributed power feeding into the structure during the macropulses will
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be required, together with the usual measures to achieve a finite group

(i.e. energy flow) velocity along the accelerator by two overlapping

pass bands.

A single cavity structure with separate rf-feeding into each cell has

been chosen for the high energy part of the accelerator for a variety

of reasons:

With a coupled cavity structure, the mechanical dimensions of the cavi-

ties have to be matched to the velocity of the particles (as in the

Alvarez structure). This is because a whole set of cavities is resonating

with fixed rf-phase from one common feeder line. As a consequence

the energy of the beam is predetermined at each point of the accelerator

and no variation is possible (fixed B-structure; G is the ratio between

the velocity of the particles and the velocity of light). Hence, if at

any position the energy gain is less than the design value, the beam

will be out of phase with the rf in the rest of the accelerator, which

means that operation cannot continue. In contrast to this, with a single

cell structure (vaiable 6-structure) the relative rf-phases between

cavities is controlled by electronic means and can be changed vtry

rapidly. The rf-amplifiers are relatively low-power units but large

in number. Thus, if one or a few of them fail, the phase in the following

cavities can be readjusted to the new local beam velocity and operation

can continue with virtually no interruption. Suitable provisions for

automatic exchange of rf-amplifies with the accelerator in operation

will be made. In order to avoid high induced voltage by the beam accross

the gap of those cavities, whose rf-feeding has failed, electronic

detuning of the cavity is studied.

With respect to the rf-supply to the accelerating gap the optimally

distributed feeding points with the single cell structure offer the im-

portant advantage that no energy flow along the accelerating structure

is necessary. In the case of a coupled cavity structure with one feeding

point in a large tank, the flow of energy to the "sinks" i.e. the accele-

rating gaps occurs with about 10 % (Alvarez) to 50 K (disk and washer

structure) of the velocity of light, whereas the beam at higher energies



travels much faster than this. Since the flow of energy requires a gradient

to exist along the structure, a large amount of stored energy in the

cells is necessary to handle variations in the beam loading. Otherwise

precise matching of the energy flow to fluctuations in the ion source

output becomes very difficult. Also, losses due to the energy flow

along the accelerator structure are unavoidable. With the extremely short

flow paths in single cavity structures both problems are much less serious.

Apart from the prospect for a high availability of the accelerator, the

fact that the single cell structure can accelerate the beam with a variable

output energy constitutes an important advantage for the SNQ-accelerator:

- By reducing the voltage accross the accelerator gaps, more economic

operation of the accelerator becomes possible, although at lower out-

put energy. Since the losses in the accelerator are proportional to

the square of the electric field whereas the output energy (and the

neutron production) depends linearly on it, optimization of the

operating parameters is possible.

- With only part of the accelerating structure installed in stage one

(say for a final energy of 350 MeV at 5 mA beam current), it is still

possible to produce a higher output energy at a reduced current by

selecting a different phase angle between the rf-peak voltage and

the micropulses of the beam. Since this means a reduction in the

stable phase region, the current that can be accelerated goes down,

as shown in Fig. Ĵ 2. Of course, as shown by the dashed curve, also

the neutron yield in the target will be reduced. Nevertheless, this

option is an important feature to study the next step in a staged

development programme at reduced intensity.

- Some of the non-neutron users (e.g. nuclear physics experiments, cross

section measurements etc.) may want to work with an energy that is

variable over a certain range. This is much more difficult with a

coupled cavity structure.

Finally, the accelerating cavities (and rf-amplifiers) can be manufac-

tured in relatively large series rather than individually as in the case
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of a fixed B-structure.

Tetrodes are presently considered as the most economic solution for the

rf-amplifiers, but their life time is limited and some development in

the field of rf-amplifiers is highly desirable.

Although a high beam current is favourable with respect to operating

efficiency of the linac, the pulsed mode which is intended for the SNQ-

facility is still rather uneconomic. This is partly due to the necessary

filling and emptying of the cavities with rf-power which is a seizable

fraction of the total power per pulse (especially if the stored energy

is high) and to the fact that power supplies, beam transport systems

and auxilliary equipments are on permanently. Fig. _13_ shows the antici-

pated power flow diagram. Some improvement in the efficiency may still

be achieved during the final layout work. For the case of a c-w accele-

rator with 300 mA beam considerably higher efficiency can be expected.

(With present rf-ger.eration technology 50 % may be an optimistic but

not unrealistic number.)

4.3. the SNQ neutron target

The concept for the SNQ-neutron target station DIANE (Dieutsche Jntensi-

tatsmodulierte /Ullage fur ^eutronen-Experimente) has recently been des-

cribed in a fair amount of detail in a series of publications (Bauer,

1982; Cloth, Filges and Hecker, 1982; Stelzer, 1982; Stechemesser, 1982)

and will be described here only briefly since it is largely determined

by neutron scattering considerations.

In order to achieve the design goal of a time average thermal neutron
15 —2 -1 _15 —2 -1

flux of 1.2 • 10 cm s (with depleted uranium target, 0.6 • l£r cm s

with lead or tungsten target), it was calculated that at 1.1 GeV a proton

beam of 5 mA time average was required. In a stationary solid target

this would lead to a time average heat density of 15 MW/litre (depleted

uranium, 6 MW/1 for lead), which is of course an intolerable value.

Therefore the concept of a rotating solid target of 2.5 m diameter was

adopted, as shown in Fig. _l*j.# The actual target zone is made up of a
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large number of cylindrical target pins of about 2 cm diameter and indi-

vidually clad, which extend over a sufficient radial interval to stop

the beam completely (70 cm for lead, 40 cm for uranium). Cooling is

.achieved by water entering through the hub of the wheel and flowing

outward between the target elements. At the curved beam entrance window

the coolant flow is reverted and guided back towards the wheel axis by

channels in the upper and lower support structure.

The speed of rotation of the wheel is adjusted in such a way that two

consecutive pulses of the 4 cm diameter (2o) beam hit adjacent areas

on the beam entrance window. This results in a circumferencial speed

of 4 m/s or a rotation frequency of 0.5 Hz.

In this way, the heat deposited in a given target volume during one

pulse (250 |JLS) can be removed during a full period of revolution (2 s).

At the same time radiation damage in the window and in the cladding is

reduced by a factor 200 due to dilution and by a further substantial

amount due to a favourably low operating temperature. (Radiation damage

has a maximum around 40 % of the absolute melting temperature in most

materials.)

As an consequence of the many different ways, in which slow neutrons

are used in research there are diverging requirements from the various

user groups to an "ideal" neutron source. An attempt has been made

to reconcile as many as possible of these desiderata by arranging two'

moderators of different characteristics above and below the target:

The design includes a large 0,,0-tank which can host various types of

irradiation facilities and a cold neutron source for very slow neutron

production above the target. While providing a large volume of high

flux due to the long life time of neutrons in D_0, the time structure

will not be very pronounced for exactly the same reason. A very pro-

nounced time structure can be obtained with H_0 as a moderator, but, due,

to the superior slowing down properties of hydrogen and due to its re-

latively large absorption cross section, only in a rather small volume.

Therefore a small hLO-moderator whose surface is molded into grooves

to increase thermal neutron leakage into the beam tubes will be provided

below the target. In order to increase this moderator's efficiency it
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is surrounded with a lead reflector which shows good scattering proper-

ties but only little moderation. In this way a good time structure

can be maintained (peak-to-average ratio with 250 ̂ s proton pulses and

100 Hz repetion rate: $/* = 35). The target moderator arrangement is

shown in Tig. Ib^, which represents the geometry used for the 3-dimen-

sional neutron transport calculations (Armstrong et al, 1981).

5. Research options and scientific synerqism at the SNQ

The overall layout of the SNQ-facility is shown in Fig. J_é- The total

length of the accelerator is about 600 m. Besides the neutron target

hall with its adjacent neutron guide hall (for work with cold neutrons),

experimental areas are also forseen for work with protons at 350 MeV

and at HDD MeV. It is intended to incorporate a pion (and muon) pro-

duction target in the main beam and to provide facilities for neutrino

research.

Various possibilities to use the different particles and energies

available at the SNQ for basic and application oriented research are

shown in Fig. 1]_. Neither is there any claim for this list to be

complete npre for all of this research to actually take place at the

facility. Nevertheless the unique function of this research tool, to

bring together an unusually large variety of scientific disciplines and

to provide many of them with not only one type of probe becomes aparent.

There is a potential for bridging existing gaps and creating new inter-

connections in methodology and thinking of scientific disciplines just

by shear neighbourhood and coexistence.

One example of this sort of scientific synergism has already been touched

upon in the discussion of fuel breeding and waste disposal in chapter 2.

Virtually all of the necessary underlying research could be carried out

at the SNQ (subsummed under "spallation research" in Fig. J7), if a

sufficiently high demand exists for the corresponding provisions to be

made. As an example, how this could be expanded, we mention the develop-

ment of a method for destruction-free determination of burnup distri-

bution and isotopic content of spent fuel elements (not shown in Fig. 17).

Pioneering work for this method has been reported from the pulsed neutron
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source at the US National Bureau of Standards (5chrack et al, 1981):

Short busts of epithermal neutrons have been used to obtain position-

and energy dependent transmission spectra from fuel pellets taken from

the centre and the end of a spent fuel rod. Two examples are shown in

Fig. 2J.» with some of the absorption lines indexed. Differences in the

content of actinides (e.g. 242-Pu at 2.7 eV) and fission products

(e.g. 133-Cs at 5.9 eV) are clearly visible with their concentration

being higher in the centre part of the rod. Correspondingly, the line

at 8.8 e\l, which can be attributed to 235-U is stronger at the end of

the rod. These spectra were taken at a comparatively very weak pulsed

neutron source but even there the accuracy in the determination of absolute

content of 235-U was quite satisfactory. Developing this method further

and making it available for routine application on a technical scale

may be of interest to determine the value of fuel elements that go into

reprocessing plants and to optimize reshuffling of fuel elements in re-

juvenation facilities whose neutron flux distribution will inevitably

be rather inhomogeneous.

The possible role of the SNQ facility in deciding upon future nuclear

energy systems could become even more general by including fusion-re-

levant research. Investigation of materials problems in a suitably tai-

lored particle spectrum is only one point in this context. Also studies

relating to tritium breeding in a blanket deserve mentioning. Further

more, interest has recently focus^ed on new ways of achieving fusion

chain reactions at various places. Muon catalysed fusion is one possibi-

lity. Since it has been predicted theoretically that, during its life

time of 2 (is a negative muon could catalyse up to 70 d-t fusion processes

by forming (d-t)(i molecules where the two nuclei are close enough together

to fuse spontaneously, interest in obtaining precise data and time con-

stants for the various processes involved and on concurrent "non fusion"

channels has risen sharply. The SNQ could be made the world's most powerful

muon source.

D-t-fusion is a strong source of energetic neutrons. Therefore proposals

have been made to use it for fissile fuel breeding. This is another

bracket that ties spallation and fusion research together. In the absence

of operating fusion devices blanket studies could be performerd on
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spallation sources, even if ultimately spallation breeders would not

be build.

Dn the other hand neutron production and absorption has the side effect

of creating radioactive materials. More recent ideas relate to neutron

poor or neutron free fusion chains, based e.g. on the reactions

(Harms and Hafele, 1983):

p + 6-Li •* a + 3-He

a + 6-Li -*• £ + 9-Be

d + 6-Li •*• 7-Be + n

7-Li + £

£ + a + 3-He

2a

3-He + a + n

Q-value (HeV)

4.0

0.7
2.1

5.0

2.0

22.3

1.8

Note, that the number of neutrons produced in this system is very small.

Paricles underlined at the right hand side of the equation show up again

as "input" on the left hand side. Apart from the tritium, 7-Be and the

neutrons only stable nuclidss are involved in the system.

Research relevant to such systems could well fall into the general scope

of the SNQ facility although the proton energies required are only in

the range of a few MeV. Cross sections involved in these reactions are

of the order of a few hundred millibarns (Holland et al, 1981).

Without going into any further detail, we would like to point out the

close interconnections between various research disciplines and other

SNQ-uses by the help of Fig. ̂ 9. While the inner part lists various

research areas it can be seen how these are bracketed together by the

type of probes used on the one hand and the general fields of scienti-

fic activities on the other. In the outermost circle a number of
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possible immediate applications of the facility are listed.

It is well understood that especially the mesocatalytic fusion and the

neutron-poor fusion chains are at present more of an academic than of

an immediate technical interest, but nevertheless it seems worthwhile

to dedicate some research effort to these attractive possibilities.



Conclusion

As stated earlier, the prime motivation for building the SNQ facility

in the Federal Republic of Germany is to provide the German and inter-

national scientific community with a new and extremely versatile tool

for fundamental research. However, without jeopardizing this goal,

research options relevant to the future role of accelerators in the

nuclear fuel cycle are plentiful, albeit some of them may require

special provisions to be made. Although it is likely that a large fraction

of the work can and probably will be done at other facilities until and

after the SNQ becomes operational, it remains r.ue that a machine of

this "intermediate" power will have to be build before a solid basis

for a design for a technical facility can be obtained. It is in particular

i.n the field of accelerator technology but also with the problems in

conjunction with a target station that practical experience with the

technology in question is indispensable. In this sense the facility

may well deserve the attention and support of a more application orien-

ted community.



Table 1

Radioactive Waste and Transmutation Cross Sections

(after Bruns, 1980, with some corrections according to Walker et al, 1977)

Isotope

90-Sr

137-Cs

129-1

99-Tc

237 Np

241 Am

243 Am

244 Cm

Half-Life

(years)

28.1

30.1

1.6«107

2.1-105

2.1-106

433

7370

17.9

kg/3000

18.1

41.4

—

28.3

16.6 (4.

1.2 (15

2.8 ( 8

0.63 (0

Production*

myth

12)***

.9)***

.3)***

.6)***

moles/3000 f%th

201

302

—

286

70 (17.4)***

5 (66.0)***

11.5 (34.2)***

2.6 (2.5)**»

Thermal Cross Section

(barns)

0.9 **

0.11**

17

19

370

33

70

20

Spallation Cross Section

(barns)

0.9

1.2

1.1

0.9

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.7

* LWR, 90 % recovery after one year storage

•• (n, 2n)-cross section at 15 MeV is - 1 barn for these nuclides

**• values in parentheses are for LMFBR (after Hurata and Kuroi, 1983)
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Fig. J[ An idealized scheme for an accelerator supported nuclear energy

system. Waste management and fertile-to-fissile conversion is

accomplished by a spallation facility with a suitably designed

target-blanket arrangement. High level heat from the target

and blanket is used for electrical power generation. The practica -

bility of long lived fission product incineration needs yet to

be clearified (see text).
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Atchison, 1981).
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To a certain extent the relat ively high percentage losses

are due to the pulsed operation of the beam and could be

improved with a cw-machine at or above the current level of

the SNQ-pulse.
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shorter and hence the neutron source is more concentrated. The

number of target elements will be reduced accordingly.
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